have been two basic approaches: self-similar (fractal) processes and¯uid renewal models with long-tailed renewal distributions. In this presentation we focus on the latter. The investigation of queueing systems with self-similar arrival processes can be found in the literature [23, 24, 44, 47, 49, 51, 54, 55] .
In this chapter some recent results are presented on the subexponential asymptotic behavior of queueing systems with subexponential arrival streams. The related references will be listed throughout the chapter. First, in Section 10.2 the classes of long-tailed and subexponential distributions are de®ned and some of their basic properties are presented. Section 10.3 begins with a presentation of a classical result on the subexponential asymptotics of a GI =GI =1 queue. That is followed by a brief discussion of various extensions of this result that can be found in the literature. The remainder of Section 10.3 contains two new results on this subject. In Section 10.3.1 a derivation is given for a straightforward asymptotic approximation for the loss rate in a ®nite buffer GI =GI =1 queue. It appears surprising that the derived asymptotic formula does not depend on the queue service process. However, a simple intuitive explanation of this insensitivity effect is provided. In Section 10.3.2 a GI =GI =1 queue with truncated heavy-tailed arrival sequences is analyzed. Explicit asymptotic characterization of a unique behavior of the queue length distribution is given. Informally, this distribution on the log scale resembles a stair-wave function that has steep drops at speci®c buffer sizes. This has important design implications, suggesting that negligible increases of the buffer size in certain buffer regions can decrease the over¯ow probabilities by orders of magnitude.
Section 10.4 describes a class of¯uid queues and addresses the problem of multiplexing on=off sources with heavy-tailed on periods. A complete rigorous treatment of the subexponential asymptotic behavior of a¯uid queue with a single on=off arrival process is presented in Section 10.4.1. Section 10.4.2 investigates multiplexing a heavy-tailed on=off process with a process that has a lighter (exponential) tail. It is shown that this queueing system is asymptotically equivalent to the queueing system in which the process with the lighter tail is replaced by its mean value. This has implications on multiplexing bursty data and video traf®c with relatively smooth voice sources. Section 10.4.3 addresses the problem of multiplexing on=off sources with heavy-tailed on periods. Understanding of this problem is fundamental for achieving high network resource utilization and providing quality of service in the bursty traf®c environment. Under a speci®c stability condition this problem admits an elegant asymptotic solution. A brief conclusion of the presentation is given in Section 10.5.
where F Ã2 denotes the second convolution of F with itself, that is, F Ã2 x 0;I Fx À yFdy.
The class of subexponential distributions was ®rst introduced by Chistakov [15] . The de®nition is motivated by the simpli®cation of the asymptotic analysis of convolution tails. The best-known examples of distribution functions in s (and l) are functions of regular variation r Àa (in particular, Pareto family); F P r Àa if it is given by
where lx : R 3 R is a function of slow variation, that is, lim x3I ldx=lx 1; d > 1. These functions were invented by Karamata [38] (the main reference book is by Bingham et al. [10] ). The other examples include lognormal and some Weibull distributions (see Jelenkovic Â and Lazar [36] and Klu Èppelberg [40] This class of distributions has the property that F P s* A F 1 P s, and that s* & s. Suf®cient conditions for F P s* can be found in Klu Èppelberg [41] , where it was explicitly shown that lognormal, Pareto, and certain Weibull distributions are in s*.
LINDLEY'S RECURSION AND GI=GI=1 QUEUE
Let fA; A n ; n P N 0 g and fC; C n ; n P N 0 g be two independent sequences of i.i.d. random variables (on a probability space (O; f; P)). We term A n and C n as the arrival and service process, respectively. Then, for any initial random variable Q 0 , the following Lindley's equation,
; 10:4 de®nes the discrete-time queue length process fQ n ; n ! 0g. According to the classical result by Loynes [45] (see also Baccelli and Bremaud [8, Chap. 2] ), there exists a unique stationary solution to recursion (10.4) , and for all initial conditions the queue length process converges (in ®nite time) to this stationary process. In this chapter it is assumed that the queue is in its stationary regime, that is, fQ n ; n ! 0g is the stationary solution to recursion (10.4). Recursion (10.4) also represents the waiting time process of the GI =GI =1 queue with C n being interpreted as the interarrival time between the customer n À 1 and n, A n as the customer's n service requirement, and Q n as the customer's n waiting time. For that reason the terms waiting time distribution for the GI =GI =1 queue and the queue length distribution for the discrete time queue will be used interchangeably.
Some of the ®rst applications of long-tailed distributions in queueing theory were done by Cohen [20] and Borovkov [11] for the functions of regular variations. Cohen derived the asymptotic behavior of the waiting time distribution for the M =GI =1 queue. This result was extended by Pakes [48] to GI =GI =1 queue and the whole class of subexponential distributions. In Veraverbeke [56] the same result was rederived using a random walk technique. Let G and G 1 represent the 252 ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF QUEUES WITH SUBEXPONENTIAL ARRIVALS distribution and its integrated tail distribution for A n , respectively, G 1 x x 0 PA > u du=EA.
Theorem 10.3.1 (Pakes) . If G 1 P s (or G P s*), and EA n < EC n , then
There are several natural avenues for extending this result. In Willekens and Teugels [58] and Abate et al. [1] asymptotic expansion re®nements to Theorem 10.3.1 were investigated. For extensions of Theorem 10.3.1 to Markov-modulated M =G=1 queues see Asmussen et al. [4] , and to Markov-modulated G=G=1 queues (equivalently random walks) see Jelenkovic Â and Lazar [36] . Further extension of these results to more general arrival processes was obtained in Asmussen et al. [6] . Recently, Asmussen et al. [5] established an asymptotic relationship between the number of customers in a GI =GI =1 queue and their waiting time distribution.
In the rest of this section recent results are presented on a GI =GI =1 queue with a ®nite buffer and truncated heavy-tailed arrival sequences.
Finite Buffer GI=GI=1 Queue
In engineering network switches it is very common to design them as loss systems. The main performance measures for these systems are loss probabilities and loss rates. Unfortunately, there are no asymptotic results in literature that address this problem under the assumption of long-tailed arrivals. Recently, I investigated this problem [31, 33] .
Here, in Theorem 10.3.2, I present the main result from my earlier work [31] . The theorem gives an explicit asymptotic characterization of the loss rate in a ®nite buffer queue with long-tailed arrivals. This result, in combination with results from Jelenkovic Â and Lazar [35] , yields a straightforward asymptotic formula for the loss rate in a¯uid queue with long-tailed M =G=I arrivals (for more details see Jelenkovic Â [31, 33] ). In addition, I [31, 33] derived an explicit asymptotic approximation of buffer occupancy probabilities. This approximation is uniformly accurate for buffer sizes that are away from the buffer boundaries (zero and the maximum buffer size). Furthermore, as the maximum buffer size increases, the length of the buffer around the boundaries where the approximation does not apply stays constant. This precise knowledge of the buffer probabilities allows computation of various other functionals of the ®nite buffer queue.
The evolution of a ®nite buffer queue is de®ned with the following recursion:
; B; n ! 0;
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where B is the buffer size. We assume that the queueing process is in its stationary regime. The loss rate is de®ned as
Theorem 10.3.2. Let G 1 be the integrated tail distribution of A. If G 1 P s and
HEURISTIC 10.3.4. Following the general heuristics for subexponential distributions the large buffer over¯ow is due to one (isolated) large arrival A n . At the moment when this happens (say, time n) the queue length process is, because of the stability condition EA < EC, typically very small in comparison to B. Similarly, C n is much smaller than B. Hence, the amount that is lost at the time of over¯ow is approximately
Accuracy of Theorem 10.3.2 was demonstrated [31, 33] with many numerical and simulation experiments. Here, an example is presented. 
Truncated Long-Tailed Arrival Distributions
In this section we investigate the queueing behavior when the distribution of the arrival sequence has a bounded (truncated) support [32, 34] . This arises quite frequently in practice when the arrival process distribution has a bounded support and inside that support is nicely matched with a heavy-tailed distribution (e.g., Pareto).
Our primary interest in this scenario is in its possible application to network control. More precisely, one can imagine network control procedure in which short network¯ows are separated from long ones. If the distribution of¯ows is longtailed, this procedure will yield a truncated long-tailed distribution for the short network¯ows. Assume that long¯ows are transmitted separately using virtual circuits and short¯ows are multiplexed together. Intuitively, it can be expected that with short (truncated)¯ows one can obtain better multiplexing gains than with the original ones (before the separation). These gains are quanti®ed in Theorem 10.3.6, which explicitly asymptotically characterizes a unique asymptotic behavior of the queue length distribution. Informally, this distribution on the log scale resembles a stair-wave function that has steep drops at speci®c buffer sizes (see Fig. 10.2 ). This has important design implications suggesting that negligible increases of the buffer Next, consider a single server queue with the arrival process fA B ; A B n ; n ! 0g, that is,
Assume that for all B, Q B n is in its stationary regime.
ÀZx ; Z > 0, and A has a regularly varying distribution PA > x lx=x a , then 
10:7 HEURISTIC 10.3.7. In order that the queue exceeds a large buffer size b k dB it is needed that exactly k 1 large arrivals (of the order B) occur at approximately the same time. Since successive arrivals are independent this event is of the order lB k1 =B k1aÀ1 . The detailed proof of this result can be found in Jelenkovic Â [32] .
REMARK 10.3.8. (i) This result is related to Proposition 1 in Resnick and
Samorodnitsky [50] , where, under conditions similar to our theorem, a rough bound for the queue length increment during an activity period of the M =GI =I arrival process was derived.
(ii) Note that h 0 d is explicitly given by
Now, we illustrate Theorem 10.3.6 with the following example (for more examples see Jelenkovic Â [32, 34] ). 
FLUID QUEUES AND MULTIPLEXING
Fluid queues with long-tailed characteristics have received signi®cant attention in the recent queueing literature. The latest survey of the subject can be found in Boxma and Dumas [14] . In this section some results from Jelenkovic Â and Lazar [35] are presented.
The physical interpretation for a¯uid queue is that, at any moment of time t,¯uid is arriving to the system with rate a t and is leaving the system with rate c t . We term a t and c t to be the arrival and the service process, respectively. Then, the evolution of the amount of¯uid Q t (also called queue length) evolves according to dQ t a t À c t dt if Q t > 0; or a t > c t ;
10:9
and dQ t 0, otherwise. It is not very dif®cult to see that, starting from Q 0 0, the solution Q t ; t ! 0, to Eq. (10.9) is given by And, if a t and c t are stationary, Q t is equal in distribution to
where W t def 0 Àt a u À c u du; t ! 0. Now, whenever the stability condition Ea t < Ec t is satis®ed (by Birkhoff's Strong Law of Large Numbers), PQ t x converges to a proper probability distribution; that is,
Furthermore, when the difference process x t def a t À c t is driven by a stationary and ergodic point process fT n ; ÀI < n < Ig, that is,
x t x T n ; t P T n ; T n1 ; then the¯uid queue process evolves as Q t Q T nÀ t À T n x T n ; t P T n ; T n1 ; 10:11
where q maxq; 0. From the recursion above, it is clear that the process Q t is essentially the same as the G=G=1 workload process. Hence, by the fundamental stability theorem of Loynes there exists a unique stationary solution to Eq. (10.11). We assume that fQ t ; ÀI < t < Ig is that stationary solution.
Fluid Queue with a Single On=Off Process
This section presents a complete asymptotic analysis of a¯uid queue with a single subexponential on=off arrival process. A general storage model in a two-state random environment was investigated by Kella and Whitt [39] .
More formally, consider two independent sequences of i.i.d. random variables ft off n ; n ! 0g, ft on n ; n ! 0g, t ; n ! 0; this process will be interpreted as representing the beginnings of off periods in an on=off process. Furthermore, de®ne an on=off process a t , with rate r, as
and a t 0 otherwise.
Then, if we observe the queue at the beginning of on periods, the queue length Q P n evolves as follows (P stands for Palm probability [8] ).
Let F and F 1 be the distribution and the integrated tail distribution, respectively, of t on .
Theorem 10.4.1. If r > c, r À cEt on < cEt off , and F 1 P s (or F P s*), then Most of the results in this chapter can be found elsewhere and therefore these proofs are omitted. Here, as an illustration of a subexponential proving technique, the following proof of Theorem 10.4.2 is presented. This proof is taken from Jelenkovic Â and Lazar [35] .
Proof. Let fQ t ; ÀI < t < Ig be a unique stationary solution to Eq. (10.12). Then, by using Eq. (10.14), and the independence of B of Q T 0 , t 
Asymptotic Reduced Load Equivalence
In this section we consider multiplexing one long-tailed on=off process with exponential processes in a¯uid queue. In Boxma [12, 13] , a precise asymptotics of the embedded queue distribution was obtained for multiplexing on=off sources, one of which had regularly varying on periods, while the others had exponentially distributed on periods. A similar setting with intermediately varying on periods was investigated in Rolski et al. [52] . Jelenkovic Â and Lazar [35] observed that this queueing system is asymptotically interchangeable with a queueing system in which the on=off process is arriving alone and the exponential processes are replaced by their mean values. This result has been generalized in Agrawal et al. [2] . The title of this subsection is borrowed from the title of their paper. In the remainder of this section, a result from Jelenkovic Â and Lazar [35] is presented. In order to state the result, the following de®nitions are introduced. [19] . Some basic properties of ir are: ir & s; r & ir. Also, it is not very dif®cult to see that ir & s*S. Therefore, all of the results obtained in this chapter apply for ir. In addition, directly from the de®nition it can be shown that F P ir I 0 Ft dt < I; A F 1 P ir.
Under the general large deviation Ga Èrtner±Ellis conditions (see Weiss and Shwartz [57] ) on the arrival process, it can be proved that the queue length distribution is exponentially bounded. To avoid stating Ga Èrtner±Ellis conditions, we will de®ne an arrival process e t to be exponential, if whenever this process is fed 260 ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF QUEUES WITH SUBEXPONENTIAL ARRIVALS into a constant server¯uid queue, the queue length distribution is exponentially bounded.
De®nition 10.4.6. We say that a stationary and ergodic arrival process e t is exponential if for any server capacity c > Ee t there exists K Kc and d dc > 0 such that
REMARK 10.4.7. The main examples when the conditions of this de®nition are satis®ed (i.e., Ga Èrtner±Ellis conditions hold) are ®nite state space Markov chains or processes. Also, in terms of the on=off processes the conditions will hold whenever the distribution of on periods is exponentially bounded and off periods have a ®nite mean.
Recall that F and F 1 represent the distribution and the integrated tail distribution, respectively, of an on period. Then, we arrive at the following result (see Jelenkovic Â and Lazar [35] ).
Theorem 10.4.8. Consider a single server queue with a capacity c, and two independent arrival streams e t and a t . Assume that e t is an exponential process and a t is an on=off process with rate r, F P ir, and generally distributed off periods with a ®nite mean. If Ee t a t < c, r > c H def c À Ee t , then the queue asymptotics of this queueing system is equal to the queue asymptotics in which only the on=off process arrives and the server capacity is replaced by c HEURISTIC 10.4.10. Large buildups in this¯uid queue occur due to long and isolated on periods in a t . During these long on periods the¯uctuations in the exponential arrival stream e t average out, and therefore its contribution to the asymptotic behavior is only through its mean value.
Multiplexing On=Off Sources
The problem of multiplexing on=off sources arises frequently as the basic model of contention in multimedia communication systems, as well as in some storage systems. The analysis of this problem dates back to Rubinovitch [53] and Cohen [21] . Cohen obtained a complete Laplace transform solution to this problem.
FLUID QUEUES AND MULTIPLEXING
However, inverting the Laplace transform is usually a very tedious process. Hence, computationally tractable exact and approximate solution techniques are needed. For Markovian (¯uid) on=off processes a thorough investigation of this problem was done in Anick et al. [3] . Many other results for multiplexing Markovian on=off processes followed. These led to the equivalent bandwidth theory for Markovian (or in general exponentially bounded) arrival processes; extensive references can be found in Duf®eld and O'Connell [24] , Elwalid et al. [25] , and Glynn and Whitt [26] .
The analysis of a¯uid queue in which more than one long-tailed process is multiplexed appears to be a very dif®cult problem. This is due to the fact that the renewal structure of an aggregate arrival process may be very complex, although the appearance of each individual process may be truly innocuous (like an on=off process). The complex autocorrelation structure of the aggregate process obtained by multiplexing long-tailed on=off processes has been examined in Heath et al. [28] . General bounds for multiplexing long-tailed¯uid processes have been derived in Choudhury et al. [16] . In Poisson scaling the limiting case of an in®nite number of on=off processes converges to the so-called M =GI =I process. Asymptotic results for a¯uid queue with a heavy-tailed M=GI =I arrival process have been obtained in Boxma [12, 13] and Jelenkovic Â and Lazar [35] . Recently, new results on this model have been derived in Heath et al. [29] and Resnick and Samorodnitsky [50] . For various bounds in this context see Nain et al. [46] .
Activity
Period of an M=GI=I Process. Let T n ; n ! 0; ÀI < n < I, be a stationary Poisson process with rate L. De®ne A I t P I nÀI r1T n t < T n r on n ; r > 0. Note that A I t represents the number of customers in an M=GI =I queue; for that reason A I t is usually called an M =GI =I process. An important observation is that this process represents a Poisson limit of a large number of on=off processes. Hence, it can be used as a good approximation of an aggregate process obtained by multiplexing a large (®nite) number of on=off processes.
An important parameter that in many ways determines the¯uid queue performance is the length of the arrival process activity period. Let I I;on be a generic activity period of an M =GI =I process.
Theorem 10.4.11. The asymptotics of the distribution of I I;on and its integrated tail are related as follows: (ii) If in addition F P s*, then HEURISTIC 10.4.13. Cohen [21] shows that the expected number EN I of on periods in one activity period is e LEt on . Hence, by using the basic heuristics that a long period I I;on occurs due to exactly one long period we can jump into the conclusion
However, it requires much more to rigorously prove this theorem (see Jelenkovic Â and Lazar [35] ).
Queue Increment
During an Activity Period. Let B n ; n ! 1, be a sequence of random variables representing the total amount of¯uid that is brought to the system during the nth activity period, that is, B n t represent the beginning and end of the nth activity period, respectively. Furthermore, de®ne D c;n def B n À cl on n ; 0 < c r; note that D n D c;n is a nonnegative random variable. If we imagine that A I t represents the rate at which the¯uid is arriving to ā uid queue, and that c is the constant rate at which the queue drains, then D n represents the queue increment during the nth activity period. In order to derive the queueing asymptotics, we ®rst have to understand the asymptotic behavior of D n . A proof of the following result can be found in Jelenkovic Â and Lazar [35] .
Theorem 10.4.14. Consider an M =GI =I arrival process with on periods being regularly varying Pt on > x lx=x a ; a > 1, where a is noninteger. If 0 < c r, then In the next theorem, under more general assumptions, we obtain a tight lower bound for the¯uid queue asymptotics with M =GI =I arrivals (see Jelenkovic Â and Lazar [35] ). For this¯uid queue we denote its queue content process as Q I t . It was conjectured [35] that the following bound represents actually the exact asymptotics. on . This approximation is termed an M =G=I approximation. This approximation is to be used when the queue is stable and r N À 1Ea i t > c is satis®ed. For simulation purposes we consider a discrete-time``¯uid'' queue. Correspondingly, we replace exponential off periods with geometrically distributed random variables Pt off t p1 À p tÀ1 ; t 1; 2; 3; . . . : For on periods we consider the Pareto family Pt on ! t 1=t a ; t 1; 2; . . . ; a > 0. Here, for the discrete Pareto case we use Fig. 10.3 . It is interesting to observe that in this case the peak rate of each individual process is smaller than the capacity of the server.
ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF QUEUES WITH SUBEXPONENTIAL ARRIVALS
Note that in this experiment, for the case of N 20 processes, the probabilities are very small (%10 À8 ). Hence, in order to achieve reasonable simulation accuracy, we had to choose a very large number (10 9 ) of simulated on=off intervals. This means that the aggregate process was approximately 2 Â 10 10 samples long. The simulation of this case took 77 hours on a modern (200 MIPS) IBM workstation. On the other hand, it is needless to say that the evaluation of Eq. (10.23), or Eq. (10.22), only takes a negligible amount of time!
CONCLUSION
In this chapter a variety of asymptotic results for queues with subexponential characteristics were presented. All of these results are explicit, insightful, and, as demonstrated with numerical examples, accurate. Due to these desirable characteristics, these results could be of practical use in designing future communication networks that will be able to carry ef®ciently and reliably bursty multimedia traf®c. 
